Co-delivery doxorubicin and silybin for anti-hepatoma via enhanced oral hepatic-targeted efficiency
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Background: To establish the combination of doxorubicin (DOX) and silybin (SLB) in oral hepatic-targeting liposomes with the goal of reducing cardiotoxic side effects and improve oral hepatoma treatment.

Methods: Distearoylphosphatidylethanolamine–polyethylene glycol–cholic acid-modified liposomes (CA-LP) were used to encapsulate DOX and SLB (CA-LP–DOX/SLB), and the hepatic targeting, efficacy against hepatoma and cardioprotective effects were evaluated by cell toxicity, scratch and apoptosis in vitro studies, and pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics in vivo studies.

Results: In vitro cell studies showed that CA-LP–DOX/SLB inhibited HepG2 cell proliferation and HCC97H cell migration, and protected H9c2 cells. In vivo pharmacokinetics demonstrated that the CA-LP–DOX/SLB-treated group showed higher liver accumulation and lower heart accumulation of DOX relative to those in the CA-LP–DOX and LP–DOX-treated groups. In vivo pharmacodynamics studies showed that the CA-LP–DOX/SLB-treated group not only efficiently inhibited growth but also induced significantly less tissue damage than that observed in the CA-LP–DOX-treated group.

Conclusion: Concurrent administration of DOX and SLB via CA-LP provided a viable strategy to mitigate acute DOX-induced cardiotoxicity.
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Introduction

Hepatic cancer (HCC) is one of the most widespread malignancies and is the third leading cause of tumor-related deaths worldwide. The prognosis of HCC patients remains poor because of metastasis and a high recurrence rate.1–3

Oral treatments are noninvasive and cost-effective and can be prescribed on an outpatient basis, which improves patient compliance and quality of life, particularly for elderly patients and patients with advanced or relapsed cancer. Doxorubicin (DOX) is a popular anti-HCC agent that causes DNA damage and activates apoptosis.4,5 The chemotherapeutic use of DOX has some limitations in oral antitumor treatment, mainly serious cytotoxic effects on normal tissues and poor membrane permeation, especially cardiotoxicity.4 Although the exact mechanism of cardiotoxicity remains unknown, it is believed that redox cycling of the quinolone ring in DOX generates reactive oxygen and nitrogen species resulting in extensive cardiac damage, which limits its full potential as a therapeutic option.6–10 Because DOX continues to be a mainstay in chemotherapy, the search for a safe and effective remedy to reverse DOX-induced cardiotoxicity remains a critical issue in both cardiology and oncology.
Combining DOX with other agents to mitigate highly cardiotoxic adverse effects as a chemotherapeutic strategy has strong merit. Various natural products have demonstrated cardioprotective effect in vitro and in vivo.\textsuperscript{11–14} Among such natural products, silybin (SLB), a kind of water-insoluble flavonoid molecule, has demonstrated cardioprotective effect.\textsuperscript{15–17} SLB is a strong antioxidant and free radical scavenger that affords protection against cardiovascular disease.\textsuperscript{18} SLB exhibits cardioprotective effects through various mechanisms, such as antioxidative, free radical scavenging, and lipid peroxidation inhibitory mechanisms. Despite the advantages of co-administration of DOX and SLB, the different physicochemical and pharmacokinetic profiles of each drug render optimal delivery challenging. To achieve maximal intracellular synergistic effects, it is expected that multiple drugs should be simultaneously delivered to the same cells at an optimized ratio. Co-delivery of DOX and SLB in an oral hepatic targeting drug delivery system is an effective strategy to increase efficacy and decrease adverse effects.

Cholic acid transporters, such as apical sodium-dependent bile salt transporter (ASBT) and Na\textsuperscript+/taurocholate co-transporting polypeptide (NTCP), are promising targets for oral hepatocyte-specific delivery and are predominantly present in large numbers on intestinal epithelium cell and sinusoidal hepatocyte cell membranes, respectively. Hence, ASBT and NTCP targeting could provide a viable strategy for oral delivery of DOX to hepatocytes.\textsuperscript{19–22} Furthermore, cholic acid and its derivatives can specifically interact with ASBT and NTCP as drugs that can actively target the liver by using cholic acid as carriers.

In a previous study, we synthesized a novel biodegradable polymer, distearoylphosphatidylethanolamine (DSPE)–polyethylene glycol (PEG)–cholic acid, with oral hepatic targeting properties, and established DSPE–PEG–cholic acid-modified liposomes (CA-LP). Liposomes (LPS) can load water-soluble drugs and liposoluble drugs simultaneously. Oral hepatic targeting efficiency evaluation in vitro and in vivo results demonstrated that CA-LP efficiently delivered drugs to the liver.\textsuperscript{24,25}

The present study aim was to develop an actively targeted co-delivery system of DOX and SLB with CA-LP (CA-LP–DOX/SLB) that could selectively target the liver, and be efficiently internalized into liver cells. CA-LP–DOX/SLB were prepared and characterized. The release in vitro, stability in vitro, cellular uptake, cytotoxicity, apoptosis, and the effect on cell migration were evaluated in vitro. Furthermore, the pharmacokinetics, biodistribution, antitumor effects, and systemic toxicity of different formulations were investigated in mice and tumor-bearing mice.

**Methods**

**Animals**

Male ICR mice (18–22 g) and male BALB/c nude mice (18–22 g) were purchased from Vital River Co. (Beijing, People’s Republic of China), and kept under specific pathogen-free condition for 1 week before the study, with free access to standard food and water. All studies in mice were performed in accordance with guidelines approved by the Ethics Committee of the Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences and Peking Union Medical College. The committee has approved the experiments.

**Preparation of CA-LP–DOX/SLB**

Briefly, DSPE–PEG–cholic acid, phospholipid (Lipoid, Ludwigshafen, Germany), and cholesterol (Sigma-Aldrich Co., St Louis, MO, USA) were combined into LPS. SLB (Sinoherb Bio-technology Co., Ltd, Xi’an, People’s Republic of China) was loaded into LPS by using the ethanol injection method. DOX (Beijing Huafeng United Technology, Co. Ltd., Beijing, People’s Republic of China) was actively loaded into preformed LPS by using the ammonium sulfate gradient method. Subsequently, DSPE–PEG–cholic acid (3 mg/mL), phospholipid (40 mg/mL), cholesterol (8 mg/mL), and SLB (5 mg/mL) were dissolved in ethanol, and the solutions were then mixed with aqueous ammonium sulfate and magnetically stirred at a speed of 1,000 rpm until the solvents were removed. The resulting multilamellar vesicles were stepwise extruded by using a Lipex extruder (Northern Lipids, Inc., Burnaby, BC, Canada). The transmembrane ammonium sulfate gradient was generated by removal of external ammonium sulfate and subsequent replacement in three dialysis steps. CA-LP–SLB and DOX solution (1 mg/mL) were then mixed and incubated. The free drugs were removed by ultrafiltration to give CA-LP–DOX/SLB.

**Characterization of CA-LP–DOX/SLB**

The particle sizes and polydispersity index (PDI) of CA-LP–DOX/SLB were measured by using a Nano Series ZS Zetasizer instrument (Malvern Instruments Ltd., Malvern, Worcestershire, UK). Subsequently, CA-LP–DOX/SLB were stained with 2% uranyl acetate, and the morphologies of CA-LP–DOX/SLB were then examined by using transmission electron microscopy (TEM; JEM-1400, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan). DOX and SLB contents were determined by using a HPLC system with an ultraviolet (UV) detector (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) and a C18 column (Kromasil, 250x4.6 mm, 5 μm), with a column temperature of 30°C. The mobile phase comprised methanol and 1% acetic acid in water (52/48, v/v),

\[ \text{Acetic acid} + \text{Water} = \text{Solution} \]

\[ \text{Solution} \rightarrow \text{Column} \rightarrow \text{Detector} \rightarrow \text{Data} \]
and the flow rate was 1.0 mL/min. Analytes were detected at 233 nm, and all samples were analyzed in triplicate. To estimate the encapsulating efficiency (EE%) of DOX and SLB, the CA-LP–DOX/SLB suspensions were destroyed by adding methanol. The resulting solutions were then thoroughly diluted prior to HPLC analysis. The EE% of DOX or SLB was calculated as follows:

$$\text{EE\%} = \frac{\text{Weight of loaded DOX or SLB}}{\text{Weight of total added DOX or SLB}} \times 100.$$  

**In vitro release**

In vitro release of DOX and SLB from CA-LP–DOX/SLB was performed by using a dialysis method. Specifically, drug release study was conducted to determine the release profile of both DOX and SLB in PBS at pH 2 or 7.4. In brief, 1 mL of CA-LP–DOX/SLB suspension (SLB 1 mg/mL, DOX 0.33 mg/mL) was loaded into a dialysis bag (molecular weight cut off 10–14 kDa). The dialysis bag was immersed into 50 mL PBS (pH 7.4 or 2) containing SDS (3%, v/v) at 37°C under constant shaking in a water bath shaker. At predetermined time intervals, 1.0 mL of the dialysis medium outside of the dialysis bag was collected and replaced with 1.0 mL of the respective medium to keep the volume constant at 50 mL. Then, 1 mL of the release medium was filtered. The amounts of DOX and SLB released into the collected medium were quantified by using HPLC with UV detection. The in vitro release studies were conducted in triplicate. The data were expressed as the cumulative percentage of drug released as a function of time.

**Stability study**

A stability study was conducted according to the Chinese pharmacopeia, as follows: simulated gastric fluid (SGF): adding about 800 mL water and 10 g pepsin (800–2,500 U/mg, Sigma-Aldrich Co.) in 1 mol/L hydrochloric acid (16.4 mL), shaking well and diluting with water to 1,000 mL. Simulated intestinal fluid (SIF): taking potassium dihydrogen phosphate 6.8 g and adding 500 mL water. Adjusting pH to 6.8 with 0.4% sodium hydroxide solution. In addition, 10 g of trypsin (≥250 U/mg, Sigma-Aldrich Co.) was added with water to dissolve the solution. After mixing the two solutions, the resulting mixture was mixed with water to give a volume of 1,000 mL. An aliquot of 100 µL CA-LP–DOX/SLB was diluted with 1 mL SGF, SIF or serum, incubated at 37°C for 2, 6, and 12 hours, respectively, and then the particle size and EE% were measured at defined intervals.

**In vitro cytotoxicity**

The in vitro cytotoxicity of different DOX–SLB formulations in HepG2 (liver hepatocellular cells, National Infrastructure of Cell Line Resource, Beijing, People’s Republic of China) and H9c2 cells (a cardiac myoblast cell line, National Infrastructure of Cell Line Resource) was evaluated by MTT assay. Briefly, HepG2 cells were cultured in Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI) 1640 medium containing a final concentration of 10% (v/v) FBS, 1% nonessential amino acid, and 1% antibiotics (penicillin, 100 U/mL plus streptomycin). H9c2 cells were cultured in minimum essential medium containing a final concentration of 10% (v/v) FBS, 1% nonessential amino acid, and 1% antibiotics (penicillin, 100 U/mL plus streptomycin). HepG2 and H9c2 cells were seeded at a density of 5×10^4 cells/well into 96-well plates. After 24 hours incubation, the medium was changed with SLB, DOX, CA-LP–DOX, the mixture of DOX and SLB, and CA-LP–DOX/SLB at different drug ratios for another 24 hours or 48 hours of co-incubation. The cells incubated with medium only were used as the control. Then, 20 µL of MTT solution (5 mg/mL) was added to each well and incubated for an additional 4 hours. After the medium was removed, 200 µL of dimethyl sulfoxide was added and then the fluorescence intensity was measured at 570 nm by using a microplate reader (Bio-Rad 500, Hercules, CA, USA). The cellular inhibition rate and half inhibitory concentration (IC50) values were calculated by using SPSS 17.0 software.

**Tumor cell spheroids**

HepG2 cells were used to prepare cancer cell spheroids with 200–300 mm diameters in 96-well plates by using a liquid overlay method.²⁶ Briefly, RPMI 1640 medium with 1.5% of agarose was added to each well and the cells were seeded. After this, the plates were centrifuged for 15 minutes at 1,500 relative centrifugal force. Formation of spheroids was monitored by using a MF52-inverted microscope and an MS31 camera (Mingmei, Guangzhou, People’s Republic of China).

**Scratch studies**

To determine cell motility determination, HCC97H cells (hepatocellular carcinoma cells with high metastatic potential; Fu Heng Biology, Shanghai, People’s Republic of China, 1×10⁶ cells/mL) were seeded in 6-well tissue culture plate, the cells were cultured in DME containing a final concentration of 10% (v/v) FBS, 1% nonessential amino acid, and 1% antibiotics (penicillin, 100 U/mL plus streptomycin). When the cells grew to 80%–90% confluence, the medium was aspirated, and the center of the cell monolayers was
scraped by using a sterile micropipette tip to create a denuded zone (gap) of constant width. Subsequently, cellular debris was washed with PBS, and the HCC97H cells were exposed to DOX, CA-LP–DOX, and CA-LP–DOX/SLB. The wound closure was monitored and photographed at 24 hours by using an MF52 inverted microscope and an MS31 camera. To quantify the migrated cells, pictures of the initial wounded monolayers were compared with the corresponding pictures of cells at the end of incubation. The migrated distance rate across the white lines was calculated from each triplicate treatment, and the data are presented as the mean ± SD.

In vitro cell apoptosis studies
To further investigate the synergistic effects arising from co-delivery of DOX and SLB via CA-LP, apoptosis assays were performed for HepG2 cells. The HepG2 cells were seeded according to the cell viability assay in opaque 96-well plates. The wells were treated with free culture medium, DOX, LP–DOX/SLB, CA-LP–DOX, and CA-LP–DOX/SLB. After 24 hours treatment, flow cytometry was used to analyze the cells after staining with Annexin Alexa Fluor® 488 Annexin V/Dead Cell Apoptosis Kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Cells in late apoptotic stages were labeled with both Annexin V-Alexa Fluor 488 and propidium iodide (PI). Early apoptotic cells with exposed phosphatidylserine but intact cell membranes bound to Annexin V Alexa Fluor 488 but excluded PI, whereas necrotic cells were exclusively stained by PI rather than with Annexin V Alexa Fluor 488.\(^{27,28}\)

Uptake by HepG2 cells
HepG2 cells were seeded into a 6-well plate at a density of \(1 \times 10^5\) cells. After attachment for 24 hours, the cells were washed and incubated with DOX, CA-LP–DOX, and CA-LP–DOX/SLB with different DOX concentrations for 1 hour at 4°C, 22°C, and 37°C. Then, the cells were washed three times with 4°C PBS (pH 7.4) and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 minutes. Finally, the cells were observed by using a DeltaVision microscope (DV Elite, Pittsburgh, PA, USA).

Pharmacokinetic and in vivo distribution studies
Mice (five per group) were intragastrically administered DOX, LP–DOX, CA-LP–DOX, and CA-LP–DOX/SLB. The blood samples were withdrawn from the eye socket at several intervals post administration and immediately mixed with 10 µL of 1% heparin sodium to prevent clotting. Blood samples were centrifuged (10 minutes, 3,000 rpm) and plasma was collected and stored at 20°C until analysis. 100 µL of blood was mixed on a vortex mixer with 1.2 mL acetonitrile for 2 minutes and centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 10 minutes. The supernatant was collected, transferred to a clean centrifuge tube, and dried with nitrogen. The resulting residue was dissolved in 100 µL methanol, vortex mixed for 3 minutes and centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 10 minutes, and injected into an HPLC system for analysis.

The mice were killed, and the heart, liver, spleen, lung, and kidney were excised. For quantitative analysis, tissues, including those from heart, liver, spleen, lung, and kidney, were excised, weighed, and homogenized in normal saline solution, and then 200 µL homogenate was vortex mixed with 200 µL of 0.3 mol/L hydrochloric acid solution, and then vortex mixed with 1.2 mL acetonitrile for 2 minutes, and centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 10 minutes. The supernatant was collected, transferred to a clean centrifuge tube, and dried with nitrogen. The resulting residue was dissolved in 200 µL methanol, vortex mixed for 3 minutes and centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 10 minutes, and injected into an HPLC system for analysis.

In vivo antitumor effects
For subcutaneous H22 xenograft models, male ICR mice (6 weeks, 18–22 g) were subcutaneously injected with H22 cells in the right armpit. When injected for 7 days, the tumors in the mice exceeded 0.3–0.5 cm\(^3\). The mice were then intragastrically administered every 2 days with CA-LP–DOX/SLB at a dose of 10 mg DOX/kg and 30 mg SLB/kg (five mice per group). The control group was administered 5% glucose, and the CA-LP–DOX group was administered CA-LP–DOX (free DOX at a dose 10 mg/kg). Body weight (BW) and tumor volume were monitored and recorded every 2 days after administration. At the end of the experiment, the mice were killed, and the tumors were excised, weighed, and photographed.

For orthotopic nude HepG2 xenograft models, BALB/c nude mice of 18–22 g midline incisions over the liver were performed. Subsequently, HepG2 cells were injected into the livers of nude mice, and the incisions were sutured. On the 12th day post-inoculation, the mice were administered every 2 days with CA-LP–DOX/SLB at the dose of 10 mg DOX/kg and 30 mg SLB/kg (five mice per group). The control group was administered 5% glucose, CA-LP–DOX group was administered CA-LP–DOX (free DOX at a dose of 10 mg/kg). On the 24th day, the animals were immediately killed, and the livers were isolated. The livers were weighed...
and photographed and then fixed with 10% neutral formaldehyde, paraffin embedded, sectioned, stained with hematoxylin/eosin, and observed under a microscope according to standard procedures.

In addition, to investigate organ toxicity, at the end of the experiments, the heart, kidney, lung, and spleen tissues were excised and homogenized, and glutathione peroxidase (GSH-Px) and superoxide dismutase (SOD) activities and malonaldehyde (MDA) levels were determined in the supernatants. All procedures were performed according to the ethical requirements of the Nanjing Jiancheng Bioengineering Institute (Nanjing, People’s Republic of China).

Statistical analysis
At each experimental condition, the results were expressed as mean ± SD. Statistical analysis was conducted using one-way ANOVA. P<0.05 was considered significant.

Results and discussion
Preparation and characterization of CA-LP–DOX/SLB
DOX can be easily encapsulated into a hydrophilic core and SLB can be easily encapsulated into the hydrophobic lipid bilayer of nanoliposomes. The EE% values of DOX and SLB were 95.74±9.09% and 93.07±3.07%, respectively. The z-average diameter was 97.03±2.17 nm with a PDI of 0.239±0.026 (Figure 1A), which may be an optimal size for gastrointestinal permeation and intracellular uptake.29–31 TEM images showed the spherical shape of nanoliposomes (Figure 1B).

To simulate the in vivo release conditions, the release behaviors of CA-LP–DOX/SLB were investigated at SGF and SIF, respectively. The release medium containing 3% SDS provided the appropriate DOX and SLB leakage conditions in the release study. The release profiles exhibiting the in vitro drug release patterns of DOX and SLB from CA-LP under different pH conditions are shown in Figure 1C. Both the drugs showed sustained release patterns. Most importantly, the release profiles displayed sequential release of DOX and SLB at both pH 7.4 and 2.0. The release rates of DOX soared at lower pH conditions mimicking the gastrointestinal environment. Such differential release pattern can be attributed to one drug being encapsulated in the lipid bilayer, whereas the other was enclosed within the lipid core.

To investigate the integrity of LP during the oral absorption process, the stability in SGF and SIF was studied. Figure 1D showed that the particle size of CA-LP–DOX/SLB remained relatively stable before and after incubation of CA-LP–DOX/SLB in rat gastric fluid, rat intestinal fluid, or rat serum for 2, 6, or 12 hours, respectively. Figure 1E showed that the particle size of CA-LP–DOX/SLB remained relatively stable before and after incubation of CA-LP–DOX/SLB in rat gastric fluid, rat intestinal fluid, or rat serum for 2, 6, or 12 hours, respectively. The size fluctuated from 120 to 140 nm. The results demonstrated that CA-LP–DOX/SLB can maintain its structural integrity in a gastrointestinal environment and prevent gastrointestinal enzyme destruction and protein adsorption in blood.

Intracellular uptake
Anticancer efficiency greatly depends on cellular internalization of drugs. In these experiments, Figure 2 demonstrated fluorescence signals of DOX (red). CA-LP–DOX/SLB and CA-LP–DOX entered the nuclei of the HepG2 cells, and DOX entered the cytomembrane at the same uptake time which further proved that CA-LP improved cellular uptake of DOX and that SLB did not interfere with the uptake of DOX into the nuclei of HepG2 cells. With increasing DOX concentration, CA-LP–DOX/SLB showed stronger fluorescence signals in the nuclei, indicating that the uptake of CA-LP–DOX/SLB was concentration dependent. Under the different incubating temperatures, CA-LP–DOX/SLB uptake by HepG2 cells at 37°C was greater than the uptakes at 4°C and 22°C. The uptake of CA-LP–DOX/SLB was influenced by temperatures, which suggested that the uptake of CA-LP–DOX/SLB is energy dependent.

DOX exerts its effect when it is taken up into the nuclei of cells, where it binds with high affinity to DNA via intercalation between base pairs. There is good evidence to support DOX’s mechanism of action as a topoisomerase II inhibitor.32 Once DOX is intercalated into DNA, it perturbs the re-ligation step of topoisomerase II, which results in the formation of the “cleavable complex” and eventually results in double-strand DNA cleavage. Failure to repair DNA double-strand breaks results in an apoptotic response. Other cellular responses to DOX include the formation of DOX–DNA adducts33 and the inhibition of DNA methyltransferase.34 A range of several other diverse effects also have been mentioned, although the method of cell death remains unclear.

In vitro cytotoxicity
In vitro cytotoxicity for H9c2 and HepG2 cells
The IC50 values of SLB in HepG2 cells and H9c2 cells were 2.06×10^5 and 6.57×10^7 µg/mL for 24 hours, and the IC50 values for 48 hours were 1.06×10^7 and 8.77×10^7 µg/mL, which demonstrated that SLB caused no significant cytotoxicity in HepG2 and H9c2 cells. The antiproliferative effects of DOX,
CA-LP–DOX, DOX/SLB, CA-LP–DOX/SLB (1:3), CA-LP–DOX/SLB (1:6), CA-LP–DOX/SLB (1:10), and CA-LP–DOX/SLB (1:15) were compared in H9c2 cells (Figure 3A) and HepG2 cells after 24 or 48 hours cytotoxic treatment (Figure 3B). According to IC50 results, CA-LP–DOX/SLB (1:3) showed lower cytotoxicity for HepG2 cells than did DOX, DOX/SLB, and CA-LP–DOX. CA-LP–DOX/SLB (1:3) showed lower cytotoxicity for HepG2 cells than did the other drug ratio groups. Therefore, we chose DOX/SLB (1:3) as the tested drug ratio. First, we optimized the drug ratio of DOX and SLB showing synergistic anti-HCC effects in HepG2 cells in vitro. The reduction in IC50 might
be explained by the intracellular trafficking manner of CA-LP via endocytosis. The results confirmed that CA-LP–DOX/SLB showed a higher inhibition ratio against HepG2 cells than that of DOX by attaching CA to the surface of the carrier to increase the hepatoma-targeting effect. CA-LP–DOX/SLB showed less cytotoxicity against H9c2 cells by including the combination of SLB and DOX.

Cytotoxicity in tumor cell spheroids
The diameters of the HepG2 cancer cell spheroids were 200–300 mm at day 7. Figure 3C showed images of the spheroids with respective diameters (µm) in different periods of time for HepG2 cells. The cytotoxicities of DOX, CA-LP–DOX, and CA-LP–DOX/SLB in tumor cell spheroids were assessed by evaluating microscope images. The data for HepG2 cells are shown in Figure 3D. For HepG2 tumor cell spheroids, after the treatment with different drug groups for 7 days, the cell spheroids for CA-LP–DOX/SLB nearly disappeared. CA-LP–DOX/SLB-induced cytotoxicity was much higher than that observed for the free drug and CA-LP–DOX (Figure 3C and D). It is important to note that there was a significant difference between CA-LP–DOX and CA-LP–DOX/SLB (P<0.05), which emphasized the importance of SLB.

Scratch studies
HCC is one of the most common malignancies worldwide, and has a high potential for vascular invasion, metastasis, and recurrence even after surgical resection, which leads to poor prognosis. HCC cells excrete proteases, which breakdown extracellular matrix and enable invasion and metastasis. The HCC metastatic process involves many factors, so exploring
Figure 3  In vitro cytotoxicity.  
Notes: Cytotoxicity of DOX, CA-LP–DOX, DOX–SLB, and CA-LP–DOX/SLB (1:3, 1:6, 1:10, and 1:15, respectively) evaluated against H9c2 cells (A) and HepG2 cells (B) after 24 or 48 hours of incubation. (C) Microscope images of HepG2 tumor spheroids after incubation for 7 days with different formulations of treatment. (D) Size change of HepG2 tumor spheroids after incubation for 7 days with different formulations of treatment. Data are presented as mean ± SD of three independent experiments, *P < 0.05, compared with blank group. 
Abbreviations: CA-LP, DSPE-PEG-cholic acid-modified liposomes; DOX, doxorubicin; SLB, silybin.
the inhibitory effect of drugs on HCC metastasis is beneficial for HCC prognosis and reducing the recurrence. The scratch studies tested for metastasis in response to the inhibitory effect of CA-LP–DOX/SLB.

HCC97H cells represent one kind of high metastatic human hepatocellular carcinoma cell line, and were used for the cellular model in this study. The results are shown in Figure 4. The blank group can largely move and the gap becomes smaller and smaller over time. The cell migration rate of CA-LP–DOX/SLB was found to be less than those of DOX and CA-LP–DOX, which demonstrated that CA-LP–DOX/SLB has the better efficacy for suppressing cell motility in HCC97H cells.

**In vitro cell apoptosis studies**

Apoptosis is programmed cell death and an important self-regulatory mechanism for multicellular organisms to maintain homeostasis. Apoptosis is a key cell survival process when it inhibits only tumor cells. Therefore, promoting apoptosis has become the focus of anticancer research.

As shown in Figure 5, CA-LP–DOX/SLB showed remarkably higher rates of apoptosis in HepG2 cells than those of the free individual drugs and drug combination, with the majority of the cells in the late apoptotic phase (88.55%). In HepG2 cells, the late apoptotic rate after CA-LP–DOX/SLB treatment was higher than those after DOX treatment (33.88%), LP–DOX/SLB treatment (48.61%), and CA-LP–DOX treatment (60.63%). These results could be because of the higher uptake of CA-targeted nanoliposomes than that of the nontargeted ones by HepG2 cells. The cellular DOX uptake of CA-LP–DOX/SLB (Figure 2) indicated that loading DOX into CA-LP affected the uptake of DOX into the cells via the LPs.

**In vivo pharmacokinetics and biodistribution**

**In vivo pharmacokinetics**

The lower limit of detection for DOX by HPLC was 12.50 ng/mL, the lower limit of detection for SLB by HPLC was 39.00 ng/mL. The mean plasma concentration–time profiles of DOX after oral administration of different DOX formulations are illustrated in Figure 6A. As shown in Figure 6A, the plasma concentration of DOX in nanoliposomes, including LP–DOX, CA-LP–DOX, and CA-LP–DOX/SLB, was significantly increased compared with that in DOX. The area under the curve (AUC) values in LP–DOX, CA-LP–DOX, and CA-LP–DOX/SLB were 1.44-, 1.79-, and 3.40-fold higher than that of DOX, and the half-life ($t_{1/2}$) were 2.40-, 4.86-, and 3.06-fold longer than that in the DOX group, which indicated that DOX encapsulation into nanoliposomes dramatically enhanced drug absorption and extended circulation time in vivo.

Furthermore, the CA-LP–DOX/SLB-treated group improved the plasma concentration relative to that for CA-LP–DOX with DOX alone. The pharmacokinetic parameter of AUC in the CA-LP–DOX/SLB group was 1.90 times higher than that of the CA-LP–DOX group, which indicated that SLB increased the absorption of DOX in vivo. This finding demonstrated that co-delivery of LPs was more effective in enhancing DOX absorption in vivo because of the synergistic effects of released SLB from nanoliposomes.

The results further proved that DOX encapsulated in nanoliposomes obviously enhanced stability, extended blood circulation time, and improved plasma concentration, which gives drugs a greater chance to reach the targeted sites via the enhanced permeability and retention effect and transporter-mediated endocytosis in all likelihood. Overall, co-delivery nanoliposomes with DOX and SLB exhibited excellent synergistic effects on the absorption of DOX in vivo and would appear to be a promising vehicle for future studies and development.

**In vivo biodistribution**

The biodistribution of DOX in all DOX formulations was further studied in major organs, including the heart, liver, spleen, lung, and kidney. As shown in Figure 6B, CA-LP showed high liver accumulation, mainly because of the enhanced permeability, LP passive targeting, and CA targeting.
However, the LPs also exhibited high accumulation in the spleen, the LPs unavoidable uptake by the reticuloendothelial system. Excitingly, the CA-LP–DOX/SLB-treated group showed decreased accumulation of DOX in the heart relative to those of the CA-LP–DOX and LP–DOX-treated groups, which indicated that co-delivery system could improve drug effects in vivo.

We showed that absorption of CA-LP–DOX/SLB across intestinal membranes and the consequent accumulation in liver was to a large part more than the absorption of CA-LP–DOX and DOX, otherwise, the consequent accumulation in the heart was to a large part less than those in CA-LP–DOX and DOX. Therefore, CA-LP and SLB generally led to higher absorption and further accumulation in the liver.

Furthermore, the $t_{1/2}$ values of DOX and SLB in the liver was ~89 and 68 minutes, respectively. The approximate $t_{1/2}$ values make it possible that the two drugs were
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simultaneously delivered to the same cells at an optimized ratio to obtain synergistic effects intracellularly.

Efficacy test
Antitumor effects in vivo
Since the serious cardiotoxicity of DOX has been a major obstacle to its clinical use, we measured BWs every other day to evaluate the systemic side effects of different DOX formulations. The subcutaneous H22-bearing mice model results are shown in Figure 7A–C, and the CA-LP–DOX group has been previously reported.25 Figure 7A demonstrated that almost no weight loss was observed in mice treated with CA-LP–DOX/SLB clearly, which indicated that co-delivery of chemotherapeutic drugs and tissue damage protectors in nanoliposomes caused no side effects. The tumor size and photos are shown in Figure 7B and C. The antitumor efficacies of different DOX formulations were tested in mice bearing H22 tumors. The tumor volumes in mice treated with saline grew rapidly, to ~700 mm³ by the 21st day. However, DOX- and LP–DOX-treated groups exhibited considerable tumor inhibition in vivo relative to that of the saline-treated group.25 Moreover, the tumor volumes of the mice exposed to CA-LP–DOX, and CA-LP–DOX/SLB was obviously reduced relative to those in the DOX and LP–DOX groups, which was attributed to the CA targeting effects of the LPs. However, there were no significant differences in the tumor inhibition effects of CA-LP–DOX and CA-LP–DOX/SLB, which demonstrated that SLB could not significantly influence the antitumor effects of DOX in vivo. CA-LP–DOX and CA-LP–DOX/SLB exhibited the most significant tumor inhibition effects, which were superior to those of DOX and LP–DOX.

Figure 6 (A) Pharmacokinetic profiles in mice. (B) In vivo distribution in mice (n=5).
Abbreviations: AUC, area under the curve; CA-LP, DSPE-PEG-cholic acid-modified liposomes; DOX, doxorubicin; SLB, silybin.
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inhibition effects of all DOX formulations \( (P<0.05 \text{ compared with DOX and LP–DOX}). \\

For the orthotopic HepG2-bearing nude mice models, the results are shown in Figure 7D–F. CA-LP–DOX and CA-LP–DOX/SLB led to significant decreases in tumor size relative to the model (Figure 7D). Moreover, the liver weights of CA-LP–DOX and CA-LP–DOX/SLB significantly differed from those of model (Figure 7E, \( P<0.05 \)). Figure 7F demonstrated greater protection of liver tissue from tumor invasion in the CA-LP–DOX- and CA-LP–DOX/SLB-treated groups than in the model group. The CA-LP–DOX/SLB-treated group showed greater protection of liver tissue from tumor invasion than that in the CA-LP–DOX group.

Assessments of tissue toxicity

To further investigate the toxicity of different DOX formulations in vivo, the heart weight/body weight (HW/BW) ratios and the three clinical chemical parameters of GSH-Px, MDA, and SOD were used to evaluate the tissue toxicity. Reduced HW/BW ratios are a common sign of cardiotoxicity. \(^{38}\) SOD originates from active material in living organisms and can eliminate harmful substances produced during metabolism of organisms. Lipid peroxidation by free radicals generates thiobarbituric acid-reactive species that can be determined via MDA levels. GSH-Px is an important peroxide decomposition enzyme in the body. Selenium is part of the GSH-Px enzyme system and can catalyze GSH to oxidized glutathione and convert poisonous peroxide to a nonpoisonous hydroxy compound via a reduction reaction, which could protect cell membrane structures and functions from peroxide. Therefore, higher HW/BW, SOD, GSH-Px and lower MDA in tissues are less harmful. The results are shown in Figure 8, and the CA-LP–DOX group has been previously reported. \(^{25}\)

The values of GSH and SOD in tumor-bearing mice exposed to CA-LP–DOX/SLB were significantly higher than those of the CA-LP–DOX-treated group, the values of MDA in tumor-bearing mice exposed to CA-LP–DOX/SLB were significantly lower than that of the CA-LP–DOX-treated group, which proved that the addition of SLB reduced tissue toxicity in vivo, an effect that may be related to the cardioprotective effect of SLB.

It is worth noting that co-delivery CA-LP–DOX/SLB gave the best toxicity reduction efficiency among the nanoliposomes including CA-LP–DOX, which can be explained by the simultaneous release of SLB and DOX to the tumor cells and synergistic protection in tissues.

Conclusion

In summary, active hepatic-targeted co-delivery nanoliposomes with DOX as a therapeutic drug and SLB as an anti-cardiotoxic drug co-encapsulated into CA-LP (CA-LP–DOX/SLB) were prepared. The LPs exhibited spherical morphology with a uniform size distribution, had sustained release properties, and remained stable in SGF, SIF, and serum. Moreover, CA-LP–DOX/SLB exerted the strongest cytotoxic and highest cell apoptosis-inducing activities against HepG2 cells. CA-LP–DOX/SLB was more efficiently internalized into HepG2 cells, enhanced the cellular uptake of DOX, and significantly reduced cardiotoxicity effects via hepatic-targeted delivery and the synergistic effect of released SLB. More importantly, the in vivo results illustrated that CA-LP–DOX/SLB not only displayed better liver accumulation and liver targeting, and more efficient inhibition of liver tumor growth in H22 tumor-bearing mice and HepG2 tumor-bearing nude mice, but also induced significantly less pathological damage to the cardiac tissue relative to
the damage caused by free DOX and CA-LP–DOX. Above all, these observations demonstrated that co-administration of DOX and SLB in CA-LP improved antitumor effects and minimized side effects in vivo. Therefore, co-delivery of anticancer drugs and tissue protection reagents in CA-mediated nanocarriers appear to be a promising approach to oral hepatoma therapy.
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Figure 8 The levels of HW/BW ratio (A), SOD (B), GSH (C), and MDA (D) after oral administration with DOX formulations in HepG2-bearing nude mice (n=5, mean ± SD, *P<0.05, compared with CA-LP–DOX).

Abbreviations: CA-LP, DSPE-PEG-cholic acid-modified liposomes; DOX, doxorubicin; GSH-Px, glutathione peroxidase; HW/BW, heart weight/body weight; MDA, malonaldehyde; SLB, silybin; SOD, superoxide dismutase.


